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This is the first in a series of white papers by Cambria Solutions (www.cambriasolutions.com) written to encourage
dialog among State Medicaid Agencies (SMAs), vendor partners, and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) about navigating the path to modularity and establishing effective transformation to a new Medicaid
Enterprise Systems (MES).

What a Difference Four Years Make . . .
. . . Or Does It?
August 16, 2016. For most of us with careers in Medicaid Information Technology (IT), that’s the date
everything changed. On August 16, 2016, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) released
State Medicaid Director Letter (SMDL) 16-010, providing sub-regulatory guidance on how the Federal authority
would certify replacement modules for States’ Medicaid Management Information Systems (MMIS).
Granted, CMS had published its Final Rule for enhanced funding, conditions, and standards for replacing
both MMIS and Eligibility & Enrollment (E&E) systems four months prior1, but with SMDL 16-010, the Medicaid
community learned how CMS would certify each service module as it was implemented. This gave State
Medicaid Agencies (SMAs) unprecedented options for how they could pivot away from their legacy MMIS in
favor of fully modern system development methodologies and components. With SMDL 16-010, the era of
Medicaid modularity had begun in earnest.
The goal is to usher in a new era of competition among vendor partners and transform SMAs into highly
responsive operations focused on meeting the ever-changing needs of workers, providers, and Medicaid
beneficiaries. In 2016, CMS began communicating to SMAs that single-vendor, big-bang solutions would
be “no longer approvable” and encouraged States to adopt strategies similar to those of successful Silicon
Valley and dot.com companies. This perspective is not without precedent: by 2016, we all had enjoyed nearly a
decade of continual innovation offered by Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Google.
If they can do it, why can’t we?

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2015/12/04/2015-30591/medicaid-program-mechanized-claims-processingand-information-retrieval-systems-9010
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Whither Facebook?
A few pioneering States took CMS’ new guidance as license to transform their IT enterprises — Florida,
Montana, Ohio, South Carolina, and Wyoming each made early progress in defining new technical
architectures, building integration platforms, and pursuing aggressive acquisition strategies of Software
as a Service (SaaS) vendors to implement modular components. Their successes, while notable, have been
incremental, and none of these States is fully compliant with Medicaid IT Architecture (MITA) version 3.0 as of
this writing (June 2020). Acting as laboratories of MES innovation, these States have many lessons to offer the
rest of the Medicaid community, including as many tactics to avoid as those to embrace.
Most other SMAs began their transformation planning efforts but held back on implementation in hopes that
specific enterprise architectures, data exchange models, and modular solutions would emerge as national
standards. These standards have been slow to emerge. CMS has provided expectations for MES solution
outcomes through definition of its Standards and Conditions, as well as performance requirements through
its MMIS and E&E certification toolkits (MECT and MEET, respectively). They have not, however, established
technical architecture requirements for States to follow, in part because of the significant organizational
and operational differences among the various SMAs. Enforcement of a “one size fits all” approach to MES
technical design would prove overly prescriptive to States and their MES vendors with multiple waiver-based
programs, or those integrated into comprehensive health and human services (HHS) agency structures, and
therefore be unworkable.
Technical innovation belongs to the States, a fact that has not been universally embraced. While CMS’ high
levels of Federal Financial Participation (FFP) — 90/10 for new solution implementation; 75/25 for operations
and maintenance —and modular certification addresses some of the largest barriers to MES modernization,
States still face several challenges that resist the disruptive innovation associated with Silicon Valley:
►

Technical Debt — decades of emergency modifications and limited technical documentation make the
code on many legacy systems highly idiosyncratic and, therefore, challenging to refactor or replace.
Functions that seem modular (finance, prior authorization, reference file management, etc.) are often
embedded in core claim processing logic, making separation of these functions only possible once the
entire legacy system is retired.

►

Data Dependencies — of the myriad reasons that the launch of the healthcare.gov federal health
insurance marketplace in 2013 was so troubled, more attention should be paid to the role of the
data hub. Built to verify a consumer’s personal information against dozens of state and Federal databases
— and a credit check to Equifax — the complexity of accommodating multiple data models and interface
frameworks was costly, error prone, and in need of debugging well past the launch of the site. SMAs face
the same level of complexity when creating interface platforms to accommodate their numerous data
trading partners, putting the onus of responsibility for data modeling, management, and governance on
the State.
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►

Legacy Vendors — most SMAs have long-standing relationships with vendor partners who provide MMIS
services through monolithic technologies with tight coupling of data processing / storage functions.
These vendors, working to minimize the impact of dismantling non-modular legacy systems on both
corporate profits and daily Medicaid operations Service Level Agreements (SLAs), have little to no incentive
to support agencies’ transformation to MES environments. This is one of the most significant risks to
modular modernization, as most of the institutional knowledge of an MMIS’ architecture, code base, and
data structure resides with the legacy vendor.

►

Bureaucratic Contracting — State-level procurement law is written to protect the
government’s — and the people’s — interest, but slow evolution of those laws has effectively limited
the number and type of vendors who can legitimately compete for IT services contracts. Standard terms
and conditions in State contracts such as unlimited liability, indemnification, and performance bonds
are foreign territory for many commercially focused technology vendors. Cooperative contracting
mechanisms like NASPO Valuepoint are intended to accelerate procurement of Medicaid modules through
prequalification of vendors, but the relatively limited list of vendors available through NASPO contracting
are traditional marketplace entrants that have invested in sales and procurement supports.

►

Evolving Regulations — the MITA framework has been in existence for nearly a decade, which sounds
like a long time, but the sub-regulatory guidance on how to pursue modularity has been modified multiple
times through the impact of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), the federal Office of
Management and Budget’s (OMB’s) Cost Allocation Exception for system interoperability projects, and
Health Information Technology (HIT) Meaningful Use (MU) programs. All these changes represent new
opportunities for SMAs, but new responsibilities as well, and articulation of Federal expectations for State
performance is still being developed.

►

Stakeholder Expectations — the System Development Lifecycles (SDLCs) of most Silicon Valley
companies follow similar patterns: start small, roll something out, see what works and what doesn’t, then
iterate, experiment, and scale until you finally arrive at the solution you wanted to build. SMAs can’t take
advantage of this level of experimental freedom, because the systems they run are expected to support
comprehensive and consistent delivery of the Medicaid benefit from Day 1. The consequences of flawed
early iterations are significant, as the developers of healthcare.gov know all too well. Second only to
bureaucratic contracting (see above) the high stakes of an initial product launch is a major barrier to nontraditional vendors entering the MES marketplace.

SMAs’ Chief Information Officers (CIOs) and Program Directors can benefit from a spirit of entrepreneurial
optimism when undertaking these massive and complex modernization efforts. But unlike the plucky tech
start-ups that swing for the fences, Medicaid’s technology professionals make decisions with dramatic
consequences to past, present, and future operational considerations. And considering that the federal Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) identified 59% of all government IT projects as medium to high risks for
failure2, a healthy dose of skepticism among MES modernizers seems rational.
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https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/ap_19_it-fy2020.pdf
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The Meaning of Modularity
When most SMAs took their earliest steps into MES transformation, the first question project stakeholders
typically asked was, “How many modules should we procure?”. Rarely did they start with an even more
fundamental question: “What does modularity mean to my SMA?”. Few States have the deep experience
with modern technical architectures and solutions necessary to make modularity work, requiring them
to undertake significant effort to mature their capabilities in these areas (either through internal staff
development or hiring of outside experts). Moreover, the strengths and challenges of each SMA are not
uniform, because SMAs themselves are not uniform from State to State. A review of most Planning Advance
Planning Documents (PAPDs) submitted to CMS demonstrate a clear articulation of future state desires, but
they are less detailed in the path States intend to take to achieve those goals.
As we have established above, there is no single “best roadmap” a SMA must follow to achieve optimal results.
CMS has both recognized and accommodated this fact by publishing MITA maturity models for both MES
business and technical functions. The degree to which SMAs use these maturity models for both planning and
execution efforts varies significantly from State to State. Each of the four levels of MITA maturity are broadly
defined in “to be” terms, with most SMAs using their annual State Self-Assessments (SS-As) to articulate their
“to do” tasks for achieving maturity in multiple categories. All of which is fine in theory, but how many States
use their SS-As as living documents to guide their multi-year implementation efforts? Most treat the SS-A
as a compliance exercise and use traditional project / program management disciplines to address ongoing
modernization efforts.

Roadmap vs. GPS

The MES Transformation Lifecycle
The truth about MES modernization planning is that you’re never done planning. Few roadmaps remain
unchanged throughout the life of the transition: procurement protests, shifting SMA priorities, periodic new
guidance from CMS, and even natural disasters and public health crises all have the power to radically redirect
MES execution strategies. From our perspective in June 2020, the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic looms
large. Most of the lessons from this crisis remain to be learned, but States that are still in the acquisition phase
of their MES modernization are slowing or even suspending their efforts while concurrently addressing the
health risks posed to Medicaid beneficiaries and the uninsured.
In such an environment, Medicaid technology professionals are expected to anticipate the impact of these
project risks, define new near-term objectives, redirect resources, and keep the program moving toward
the end goal. Meeting these expectations requires adaptive planning, where dynamic decision-making is
supported by real-time sources of performance data that act as feedback loops, informing project leadership
about the ongoing progress of the modernization effort.
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In effect, successful SMAs must abandon their traditional “roadmap” thinking and embrace the project
administration equivalent of Global Positioning Systems (GPS). Successful States will be the ones with the
tools to accurately anticipate emerging project constraints and the resolve to adjust course when the data
indicates roadblocks ahead. Predictive analytics, rigorous operations activity dashboarding, and agency-wide
adherence to evidence-based program governance will give SMAs the ability to “re-route” their path to MES
modernization when the planned route is no longer viable.
Adaptive planning can take many forms, but Cambria has distilled its experience across multiple MES
modernization efforts into an evidence-based governance protocol that emphasizes capability maturity,
capacity management, risk mitigation, and extensive performance dashboarding, all in service of an “always
executing” delivery ethos. Cambria calls it the MES Transformation Lifecycle.

360º Opportunity
Analysis

Executive
Support

Project
Implementation

Responsibility
Matrix

Building
Blocks
Program
GPS

Mature
MES
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The MES Transformation Lifecycle is Cambria’s framework for digital transformation. This field-tested and
proven approach to program design and execution is built around five repeatable functions:

360o Opportunity Analysis
The “360o” is a detailed gap analysis of the SMA’s current and planned capabilities to execute MES
transformation. Assessment is made against the Medicaid-focused capabilities maturity model that Cambria
has developed in response to the MITA business and technical maturity models. This maturity model, which
evaluates hundreds of critical control factors across 12 functional program domains, is the foundation for
designing optimal MES Transformation strategies unique to the characteristics of any SMA. The functional
program domains evaluated by Cambria include:
1.

Regulation and Policy

2.

Business Architecture

3.

State Procurement

4.

Information Architecture

5.

Federal Compliance

6.

Application Architecture

7.

Vendor Management

8.

Technology Architecture

9.

Project Management

10. Security Administration

11. System Development Lifecycle

12. Organizational Change Management
360º Opportunity
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Executive
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Cambria completes each 360o by performing SME interviews, policy analysis, technical and operational
document evaluations, and reviews of third-party research — Gartner, Forrester, other SMAs, etc. — to assess
an SMA’s maturity level against hundreds of different critical control points that, based on the Cambria team’s
extensive experience, are foundational to the success or failure of an MES transformation program. Once
an SMA’s capability maturity has been established against relevant critical control points, Cambria uses the
results to complete all other steps in the MES modernization strategy, from recommending operational and
technical improvements SMA’s must make to sustain the program, to the vendor partners that the SMA should
solicit to provide modular solutions, to governance strategies at implementation and post-implementation
phases of the program.
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Responsibility Matrix
Using the results of the 360o, we establish a matrix of responsibilities across the entire SDLC for each
contributor to the MES modernization program. The Responsibility Matrix is the source of program and project
objectives submitted to CMS through APDs, business requirements published through RFPs, and Operational
Level Agreements (OLAs) used to direct the activity of all project contributors.
360º Opportunity
Analysis

Executive
Support

Project
Implementation
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Matrix

Building
Blocks
Program
GPS

Mature
MES

Program execution plans begin to take form at this point: from the capability maturity evaluation conducted
for the 360o, the SMA has the information it needs to identify program contributors and assign specific MES
transformation support responsibilities to each. Program contributors include SMA business units, vendor
partner types — e.g., multi-vendor integrator, system integrator, module solution vendor, etc. — current and
expected data trading partners — other State agencies, research universities, IRS, etc. — and any authority
outside of the SMA that will work directly on the MES modernization program. A Responsibility Matrix aligns
each of these contributors to the MES model selected by the Medicaid agency, as well as the SDLC(s) the
agency will support to ensure successful implementation of the various technical and operational components
that make up the modernized MES.

Building Blocks
These are the people, process, and technology artifacts and decisions needed build MES components.
Examples include service catalogs (with performance metrics) for each business unit within the SMA,
outcomes-driven position descriptions for each agency staff position (with success criteria tied to service
catalog metrics), and program performance metrics used to drive MES transformation program dashboarding
and risk management.
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A major emphasis of the Building Block function is the establishment of the performance monitoring feedback
loops used to inform SMA leadership and staff about the overall direction and productivity of the MES
program. At a minimum, Cambria recommends implementing two types of dashboards: an executive-level
Capability Maturity Dashboard and a project-focused Transformation GPS Dashboard.
360º Opportunity
Analysis

Executive
Support

Project
Implementation

Responsibility
Matrix

Building
Blocks
Program
GPS

Mature
MES

The Capability Maturity Dashboard applies the existing and expected capability maturity levels from the 360o
to a projected timeline for all execution phases of MES modernization program. Capability pathways are
represented as workstreams on a Gantt chart, with planned maturity level milestones shown at progressive
dates along each pathway. Progress measurement follows planned-to-actual completion ratios recommended
in the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK), displayed as “stoplight” color-coded workstreams
in each capability pathway for the project, readily identifying domains where capability maturity activities
are proceeding according to schedule (green), where they are at risk of slippage (yellow), and where they
are behind schedule (red). Dashboard users can review each maturity level segment of a capability pathway,
enabling them to drill down to the underlying capabilities being tracked for that functional domain, the
program contributors responsible for the maturity effort, and the metrics used to evaluate progress. As
a result, the Capability Maturity Dashboard provides program stakeholders with feedback on areas of
opportunity where they can address underperforming maturity development efforts through prioritization and
resourcing, helping to keep the overall program on track to success.

Capability Maturity Dashboard Section with Detail
Requirements Management

Federal
Compliance
Vendor
Management
Project
Management
Q1

Q2

Q3

Y1

Q1

Q2

Q3

Y2

Q1

Q2
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Capability

Owner

KP(s)

Requirements
Backlog

PMO

% approved for investment
% to complete project

Bi-directional
requirements
documentation

PMO (SI adopts per
contract)

Biz / tech validation ratio
Tech / biz validation ratio

Requirements
tracking system

Shared solution
(PMO or SI owned)

Unique IDs
Affiliated IDs
Workflow support

Deliverable(s)
requirements
validation

Quality Assurance

# successful test case completions

Change request reqs
management

PMO

# changes submitted # changes approved
% change to original req. (volatility)
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Program “GPS”
More than an integrated master schedule, the transformation GPS defines a multi-tiered governance structure
that coordinates communication, decision gates, execution, and evaluation / review of all milestones in the
MES modernization program. Cambria builds and executes governance structures at the project, program, and
enterprise levels, informing program decision makers through a series of performance dashboards focused
on management of enterprise capabilities, resource capacity, and project and program level risk. This is also
where Transformation GPS Dashboards are established for each implementation or integration project in the
MES program.
The Transformation GPS Dashboard
uses the same capability maturity
pathway information associated with the
Executive
Support
Capability Maturity Dashboard, applied
with the data from the Integrated Project
Plan developed for the MES solution
acquisition and implementation project.
Project
Responsibility
The “stoplight” color-coded workstreams
Implementation
Matrix
in this dashboard will identify the
capability maturity level of the SMA
relative to the project tasks, indicating
Building
the agency’s level of preparedness
Blocks
— meaning risk — to execute those
Program
workstreams in the project. Dashboard
GPS
Mature
users can review each project task Gantt
MES
workstream along with a chart of the
functional domains that are relevant to that project task, the current maturity of the program contributors
for each domain, and the maturity activity risk levels for each domain. Cambria applies a weighting to each
domain to represent its anticipated impact on the success of the project task, which can be modified as the
project continues, and tasks are finished. As a result, the Transformation GPS Dashboard provides project
managers and program contributors with valuable risk analysis on SMA capabilities to complete an MES
modernization project successfully, providing opportunity to modify the Integrated Project Plan as needed to
address underperforming areas.
360º Opportunity
Analysis

Transformation GPS Dashboard
Manage Project Requirements

Business
Case
Investment
Selection
Business
Requirements
Q1

Q2

Q3

Y1

Q1

Q2

Q3

Y2

Q1

Q2

Capability Domain

Maturity

Regulations & Policy

2

Weight
5%

Federal Compliance

2

5%

Vendor Management

3

15%

Project Management

3

35%

Business Architecture

4

20%

Information Architecture

4

10%

Application Architecture

3

5%

Security

3

5%
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Project Implementation
When MES transformation program contributors (system integrators, multi-vendor integrators, module
vendors, etc.) are engaged and working to modernize the SMA’s information environment, Cambria provides
program “health checks” to ensure that all contributors are building capability maturity and meeting
performance goals. Health checks can be as cursory (quarterly performance reviews and recommendations) or
intensive (continuous quality improvement, corrective action planning, and management) as the SMA requires
to achieve program success.
360º Opportunity
Analysis

Executive
Support

Project
Implementation

Responsibility
Matrix

Building
Blocks
Program
GPS

Mature
MES

The structure of the MES Transformation Lifecycle is recursive: SMA capabilities identified for special
development and resourcing (ex., data governance and management; reference administration, etc.) are
assigned to program contributors, delivery strategies and tools are built, execution plans are enacted, and
progress is monitored, with observations fed back into the 360o to re-evaluate capability maturity and modify
program goals. This approach can either form the basis of an SMA’s program governance model or support
existing program governance by providing timely information on performance vs expectations to MES
program stakeholders and decision makers.
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Takeaway
►

MES modernization has seen slow progress because, unlike the disruptive delivery models embraced by
Silicon Valley, SMAs must contend with regulatory restrictions and daily service continuity that cannot be
disrupted.

►

Modularity strategy is not cookie-cutter; an SMA’s unique strengths and challenges across the SDLC
inform the optimal strategy to capability maturity and, hence, MES modernization success.

►

Adaptive Planning is dynamic decision-making, supported by real-time sources of performance data, to
align agency capability maturity with the increasing complexity of MES modernization activities.

►

Cambria’s MES Transformation Lifecycle defines an iterative approach to defining, planning, and
improving an SMA’s capability maturity to ensure time, money, and resources are spent productively to
complete the MES modernization journey, regardless of the roadblocks that appear along the way.

►

Field-tested in one of the nation’s most advanced and successful digital modernization programs, the
MES Transformation Lifecycle is proven to reduce risk, deliver incremental value, and support an “always
executing” management ethos that gets the job done.
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About Cambria
HumanGenuity®
HUMAN

+
LISTEN FIRST, MORE
COLLABORATIVE

MEANINGFUL
CHANGE

INGENUITY

=
INVENTIVE, CLEVER,
RESOURCEFUL

MEASURABLE RESULTS,
IMPROVED TECHNOLOGY

Cambria is an award-winning, national consulting firm specializing in designing and implementing innovative
solutions for health and human service agencies aimed at improving services and client outcomes. Whether
it’s technology or business processes, at the core it’s all about people. We deliver modernization initiatives
with a unique human focus to long-term sustainability and quick adoption. Let us help you drive change in
Medicaid systems and set you up for success every step of the way through our HumanGenuity® approach —
ingenuity with a human touch. After all, human connection and communication are the core of any successful
project.
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